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Platicon microcomb generation using laser self-
injection locking
Grigory Lihachev1,4, Wenle Weng 1,3,4, Junqiu Liu 1,4, Lin Chang 2, Joel Guo 2, Jijun He1,

Rui Ning Wang 1, Miles H. Anderson1, Yang Liu 1, John E. Bowers 2 & Tobias J. Kippenberg 1✉

The past decade has witnessed major advances in the development and system-level

applications of photonic integrated microcombs, that are coherent, broadband optical fre-

quency combs with repetition rates in the millimeter-wave to terahertz domain. Most of

these advances are based on harnessing of dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS) in microresonators

with anomalous group velocity dispersion (GVD). However, microcombs can also be gen-

erated with normal GVD using localized structures that are referred to as dark pulses,

switching waves or platicons. Compared with DKS microcombs that require specific designs

and fabrication techniques for dispersion engineering, platicon microcombs can be readily

built using CMOS-compatible platforms such as thin-film (i.e., thickness below 300 nm)

silicon nitride with normal GVD. Here, we use laser self-injection locking to demonstrate a

fully integrated platicon microcomb operating at a microwave K-band repetition rate. A

distributed feedback (DFB) laser edge-coupled to a Si3N4 chip is self-injection-locked to a

high-Q ( > 107) microresonator with high confinement waveguides, and directly excites pla-

ticons without sophisticated active control. We demonstrate multi-platicon states and

switching, perform optical feedback phase study and characterize the phase noise of the

K-band platicon repetition rate and the pump laser. Laser self-injection-locked platicons could

facilitate the wide adoption of microcombs as a building block in photonic integrated circuits

via commercial foundry service.
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In recent years, microcombs1,2 have emerged as chip-scale
optical frequency combs with repetition rates in the gigahertz-
to-terahertz domain. The operation of DKS microcombs3,4

has enabled many applications such as coherent communication5,6,
astronomical spectrometer calibration7,8, massively parallel coher-
ent LiDAR9, optical and microwave frequency synthesizers10–12,
and photonic convolutional neural network13,14. Embracing the
technological maturity of silicon photonics15, today, fully inte-
grated microcombs can be built on nonlinear photonic integrated
circuits (PIC) fabricated using CMOS-compatible materials and
processes. With its inherent material properties including the 5-eV
bandgap (which leads to negligible two-photon absorption at tel-
ecommunication bands), the strong Kerr nonlinearity and the high
power handling capability (more than 10-watt continuous-wave
laser power on-chip16), Si3N4 has become the leading platform for
integrated DKS microcombs2,17. Particularly, ultralow optical los-
ses down to 1 dB/m and microresonator quality factor Q > 107

have been routinely achieved in Si3N4
18–21.

As anomalous GVD is mandatory for DKS formation, dis-
persion engineering via waveguide geometry variations22,23 is
required to overcome Si3N4’s normal material GVD. Anomalous
GVD necessitates Si3N4 film thickness exceeding 600 nm at tel-
ecommunication bands. However, when using low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) that offers Si3N4 films of
superior quality in terms of density, homogeneity, uniformity,
and stoichiometry, film cracks often occur when the film thick-
ness exceeds 500 nm. To prevent crack formation, multiple
schemes have been demonstrated, including using pre-structured
substrates24,25 and depositing Si3N4 in multiple cycles26–28.
However, these methods have not yet been incorporated into
most of commercial Si3N4 foundry processes, where LPCVD
Si3N4 films with thickness below 400 nm are offered29. Alter-
natively, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
Si3N4

30–33 and silicon-rich LPCVD nitride34–36 are free from
crack formation. However, these Si3N4 films have not obtained
ultralow losses comparable to those achieved with LPCVD stoi-
chiometric Si3N4. Consequently, the wide adoption of Si3N4 DKS
microcombs as a building block in standard PIC architectures via
foundry service has not been possible.

Very promising in this context is that coherent optical pulse
structures which are referred to as dark pulses37–39, switching
waves40 or platicons41, can be generated in microresonators with
normal GVD. Compared with DKS, platicon generation not only
relieves the effort for dispersion engineering, but also exhibits a
larger pulse duty cycle and a higher comb conversion efficiency39.
Despite these advantages, platicons are usually more difficult
to obtain with the conventional frequency sweeping of a
continuous-wave (CW) pump laser. This is due to the dynami-
cally stable regime of platicons in the pump-resonance detuning
is narrow and can be practically unstable42 with a dispersion
landscape dominated by the second-order coefficient (i.e. GVD).
As a result, a majority of previous works focused on adopting
pump modulation schemes43–46 or using mode-coupling-based
local dispersion alteration37,47–49 to initiate platicon formation.
These schemes either increase the experimental complexity, or
reduce the reliability and the consistency of the performance.

In this work, we demonstrate a stable platicon microcomb
formed in a normal-GVD Si3N4 microresonator by using laser
self-injection locking. Originally used to create narrow-linewidth
lasers50–54, self-injection locking also offers routes to build
compact microcombs with crystalline whispering-gallery-mode
resonators55,56 or chip-scale integrated microresonators57–62.
Since self-injection locking couples two nonlinear systems—the
semiconductor laser and the Kerr-nonlinear microresonator—to
reach a dynamic equilibrium that is only accessible via self-
locking mechanism, the platicon regime can be readily accessed

and firmly sustained63,64. Such a stable operation is demonstrated
in our experiment with the measurements of platicon phase noise
and second-order autocorrelation. Additionally, we numerically
model the joint nonlinear system by coupling two theoretical
models, namely the laser rate equations for the self-injected
semiconductor laser65,66 and the Lugiato–Lefever equation for
the Kerr microresonator67,68, showing stable platicon generation
with self-injection-locked laser that is in agreement with our
experimental observations.

Results
Characterization of photonic chip-based, high-Q, Si3N4

microresonators. Figure 1a presents the operational scheme of
our experiments. A commercial DFB laser diode with 1556 nm
center wavelength and output power up to 100 mW is self-
injection-locked to a Si3N4 microresonator resonance. The lock-
ing is triggered owing to the Rayleigh backscattering69 in the
microresonator. Through direct edge-coupling with an engi-
neered inverse taper70 (cf. Fig. 1c), laser power up to 20 mW is
delivered to the Si3N4 bus waveguide that is side-coupled to the
microresonator. The microresonator shown in Fig. 1b has a
geometry of 2.00 μm waveguide width, 530 nm height, and
900 μm ring radius, which leads to a normal GVD. We note that
this waveguide geometry offers strong optical confinement,
allowing for the generation of platicon microcombs with repeti-
tion rates in the millimeter-wave domain34,37 and the microwave
domain (this work). Frequency-comb-assisted diode laser
spectroscopy71 is used to characterize the microresonator dis-
persion profile and resonance linewidths in the telecommunica-
tion band from 1500 to 1630 nm. Here we focus on the
fundamental transverse-electric mode (TE00), as the edge-coupled
DFB laser beam is TE-polarized. Figure 1d (top panel) shows
the measured integrated microresonator dispersion defined
as Dint(μ)= ωμ− ω0− μD1=D2μ2/2+D3μ3/6+D4μ4/24+ . . . ,
where ωμ is the angular frequency of the μth resonance, ω0/
2π= 192.62 THz is the frequency of the pumped resonance, D1/
2π= 26.2 GHz is the microresonator free spectral range (FSR),
D2/2π=− 59.9 kHz is the GVD coefficient, and D3 and D4 are
higher-order dispersion terms. The dispersion deviation from the
D2-dominant parabolic profile, defined as [Dint(μ)−D2μ2/2]/2π,
is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1d. Figure 1e plots the
histogram of the intrinsic linewidth κ0/2π of 2414 measured
resonances. The microresonator is overcoupled, with the most
probable κ0/2π= 19 MHz, corresponding to an intrinsic quality
factor of Q0= 1 × 107. The measured back-reflection from the
pumped resonance is ca. 15% in power, corresponding to a
normalized forward-backward mode-coupling coefficient of
β= δ/κ ≈ 0.3, where δ is the backscattering-induced coupling rate
and κ is the loaded loss rate (cf. Fig. 1f). More characterization
results of the Si3N4 chip are presented in the Supplementary
Information. Figure 1g shows a qualitative depiction of the laser
frequency detuning trajectory when the laser current is linearly
tuned. It can be observed that the laser frequency can be tightly
locked to the microresonator resonance, although the laser bias
current is varied within a certain range. We note that, for sim-
plicity, in this plot, the microresonator resonance frequency is
treated as fixed, i.e., the Kerr nonlinear frequency shift is
neglected. We refer the readers to the recent work59 that includes
the microresonator Kerr frequency shift for a more accurate
description of the laser frequency trajectory.

Phase-noise characterization of the DFB laser. We characterize
the DFB laser noise by beating it with a reference laser and
analyze the single-sideband (SSB) phase noise of the beat signal
using a fast photodetector and an electrical spectrum analyzer
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(ESA). The DFB laser, whose optical spectrum is shown in Fig. 2a
(inset), can either be in the free-running state or the self-
injection-locked state. The operation state depends on the fre-
quency detuning between the microresonator resonance and the
DFB laser-cavity resonance that is controlled by the laser bias
current. Figure 3a shows the schematic of the experimental setup.
The phase noise measurement was performed using heterodyne
technique with a reference laser. An external-cavity diode laser
(ECDL, Toptica CTL) locked to an etalon Fabry–Pérot cavity of
30-kHz resonance bandwidth with Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
technique is used as the reference laser to detect the DFB laser
noise. Figure 2b shows the measured SSB phase noise spectra of
the DFB laser (in the free-running or self-injection-locked states,
respectively, with 370 mA laser bias current) and the reference
laser. At Fourier offset frequencies above 300 kHz, our mea-
surement is limited by the servo bump from the PDH lock
bandwidth. Compared to the free-running state, more than 30 dB
phase noise reduction is observed at Fourier offset frequencies
up to 1 MHz when the laser is self-injection-locked. Similar
phase noise reduction has also been obtained with self-injection
locking using anomalous-GVD Si3N4 microresonators72. We
expect further laser phase noise reduction with an optimized
optical feedback phase and the full packaging of the system.
In addition, using microresonators with large mode volumes73,74

that mitigate the impact of fundamental thermo-refractive
noise75 could be beneficial to further reduce the laser’s intrinsic
linewidth.

Platicon microcomb generation and characterization. As
shown in Fig. 2a, with the laser being self-injection-locked, we can
generate a single-FSR-spacing (26.2 GHz) platicon microcomb,
by judiciously setting the DFB laser temperature and the bias

current. We observe spectral asymmetry and comb line power
variation, which can be attributed to the influence of higher-order
dispersion terms and the instability in the laser-microresonator
detuning. With approximately 10 mW power out of the DFB
laser, the total microcomb power (excluding the central pump
line) out of the Si3N4 chip is around 0.4 mW, corresponding to a
CW-laser-to-microcomb power conversion efficiency of 4%. With
the optical power spectrum in Fig. 2a inset, a laser power of
nearly 1 mW out of the chip is measured when the laser is
completely off-resonance and in a free-running state. Thus the
waveguide transmission is calculated as 10%. This relatively low
transmission is mostly attributed to the coupling losses at the two
facets of the Si3N4 chip, and the mode mismatch between the
DFB laser mode and the Si3N4 inverse taper mode. The trans-
mission can be improved by further optimization and integration
of the system. Here we focus on the platicon formation dynamics
and deduce that the on-chip microcomb conversion efficiency
reaches 40%. Such a microcomb conversion efficiency is about
100 times higher than that of DKS microcombs in anomalous-
GVD microresonators with similar FSR11, showing the advantage
of platicon microcombs in terms of power efficiency39. Upon
photodetection of the platicon repetition rate using a fast InGaAs
photodiode with a bandwidth of 45 GHz, we measure its phase
noise spectrum with a phase-noise analyzer (PNA) using Welch’s
method from a time-sampling trace of the in-phase and quad-
rature components. Without any external active control to sta-
bilize the platicon, the SSB phase noise of the repetition
rate around 26.2 GHz is acquired and presented in Fig. 2c. The
phase noise spectrum shows an overall slope of 30 dB/dec,
with a phase noise magnitude above −40 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz
Fourier offset frequency. Such a high phase noise is mainly caused
by the instabilities in the laser phase noise (as can be seen in
Fig. 2b) via the noise conversion mechanism that converts the
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laser-microresonator detuning instability into the platicon repe-
tition rate noise76. Besides using a semiconductor laser with a
lower intrinsic noise, we note that reducing the higher-order
dispersion of the microresonator could potentially improve
the repetition rate phase noise because of the decreased noise
conversion coefficient.

Next, we investigate in detail the platicon formation process.
We carefully adjusted the feedback phase by varying the gap
distance between the DFB laser and the Si3N4 chip (see Supple-
mentary Information for the feedback phase study). Then we tune
the laser bias current (thus the free-running laser frequency) over
a microresonator resonance. We observe multiple comb states
and switching with varying comb line spacings—three-, one-, or
two-FSR (see Fig. 3c–e). Figure 3f shows the microresonator
transmission spectrum of the pump laser (red) and the generated
light (filtered out pump power) (green), upon triangular sweeping
of the laser bias current (blue). The microresonator transmission
spectrum shows characteristic vertical edges of the pumped
resonance, marking the self-injection locking range. We observe
that tuning into coherent platicon states is feasible with both
forward and backward scanning of the laser current, similar to the
observation in anomalous-GVD microresonators as demon-
strated in ref. 59. However, we also note that the single-FSR-
spacing platicon state can only be achieved in the backward scan
(i.e., decreasing laser current). To obtain more insights into the
comb formation dynamics, we employ a beatnote spectroscopy
with an auxiliary frequency-stabilized laser, and measure the
frequency tuning curve of the self-injection-locked laser. Figure 3h
shows the time-frequency spectrogram when the DFB laser’s
natural frequency is linearly up-swept over the resonance by
decreasing the laser bias current (i.e., backward tuning). First, the
laser exhibits power instability, and the spectrogram shows
multiple beatnote frequencies, indicating that the laser is in a
dynamically unstable multi-frequency regime. As the bias current
is further decreased, the laser becomes single-frequency, and the

single beatnote frequency increases linearly until, at the time of
ca. 11 s, the laser is self-injection-locked to the microresonator. In
the entire locked state, the laser frequency only moves by 160
MHz, which can be seen from the zoom-in examination shown in
Fig. 3g. Simultaneously, the optical spectrum shows several
microcomb states, including the three-, single-, and two-FSR-
spacing combs that are generated sequentially (see Fig. 3c–e).
Because the frequency-stabilized laser also beats with the comb
teeth, when the microcomb is single-FSR-spacing, an extra
beatnote frequency appears around 13.25 GHz, which is produced
by beating the auxiliary laser with the comb tooth next to the
pump line. In addition, the platicon repetition rate of 26.2 GHz is
also detected. At 22.5 s, the laser eventually exits the locked state,
as the spectrogram shows that the laser frequency abruptly jumps
by nearly 13 GHz and then resumes the linear sweeping
operation. Based on the beatnote spectroscopy, as indicated by
the vertical double-arrow sign from 12.0 to 25.4 GHz, the
estimated full range of the laser natural frequency detuning for
the locked state is ca. 13.3 GHz (also see Fig. 1g). From
the estimation based on the sum of forward and backward scan
locking ranges77 the full locking range is ca. 15.6 GHz range. Such
a large locking range that covers half of the microresonator FSR
shows that the self-injection locking is robust, which allows for
the generation of multiple different platicon states, including the
perfect platicon crystal states78 in Fig. 3c. This feature may be
utilized in the on-demand switching of platicon repetition
rates for variable microwave synthesis12. In the Supplementary
Information, we present extensive simulation studies on the
formation of perfect platicon crystals and discuss the underlying
mechanism.

Second-order pulse intensity autocorrelation measurement. To
further examine the characteristics of the platicon states, we
perform second-order intensity autocorrelation measurement on
two distinct multi-platicon states. The experimental setup is
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illustratred in Fig. 4a, and more information about the setup is
presented in the Methods. The first platicon state is a dual-
platicon state, whose comb spectrum displays a line spacing of
one FSR (see Fig. 4b), showing that this state is not a perfect
platicon crystal. The autocorrelation intensity trace presented in
Fig. 4c reveals a pattern period of 38.3 ps, in agreement with the
1-FSR repetition rate of 26.2 GHz. Additionally, within each
period, there are two extra intensity maxima of weaker magni-
tude, exhibiting the non-perfect-crystal nature of the dual-
platicon state. The second platicon state measured is a perfect
platicon crystal composed of four equally spaced platicons in each
cavity round trip, which is shown by the comb spectrum with a
4-FSR line spacing in Fig. 4d. Figure 4e plots the measured
autocorrelation trace, showing a variation period of 9.6 ps in
agreement with the platicon pulse repetition rate of 104.8

GHz (4 FSRs). From this measurement, we also observe that the
temporal width of the autocorrelation peak shape is around
4.3 ps. Such a temporal duration is significantly larger than the
typical DKS duration of a few hundred femtoseconds. We note
that due to the significant line-to-line power variations the
second-order autocorrelation is dominated by very few central
lines and cannot be used to faithfully determine the pulse shape.
Nevertheless, together with the optical spectra, this measurement
confirms the coherent structures of the platicon pulse trains and
shows that the temporal separations between multiple platicons
can be varied, similar to the case observed with DKS.

Numerical simulations. As a complementary approach to ana-
lyze the dynamics of the laser-microresonator system, a model
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is developed to simulate the laser self-injection locking and
platicon excitation in the microresonator. This model is based
on coupled equations that combine the semiconductor laser rate
equations65,66 and the modified Lugiato-Lefever equation
(LLE)67,68. We consider only backscattering in central pumped
mode, our model is simplified compared to the model used
in ref. 63. The detailed description of the model and the values of
parameters used in the simulations can be found in the Supple-
mentary Information. We present the main simulation results in
Fig. 5a, showing a typical microcomb generation process when
the laser-cavity resonance frequency is linearly swept downwards
over a microresonator resonance (see the gray dotted line in the
lower panel of Fig. 5a for (ω0−ωL0)/2π, where ωL0/2π is the laser-
cavity resonance frequency and ω0/2π is the microresonator’s
pumped resonance frequency). Figure 5a upper panel shows the
evolution of the intracavity intensity along the azimuthal angle of
the rotating frame (ϕ), while the middle panel plots the power
evolution in the pumped resonance and the generated comb
power (excluding the pump power). At the beginning of the
simulation, the laser detuning (ω0−ωL)/2π (where ωL/2π is the
actual laser frequency) denoted by the solid red line in the lower
panel of Fig. 5a is the same as the laser cavity resonance frequency
detuned from the microresonator frequency, as expected for a
semiconductor laser without optical injection. As the laser cavity
resonance approaches the microresonator resonance, the laser
frequency abruptly shifts at 0.44 μs. Interestingly, the laser fre-
quency starts to oscillate even before the dramatic frequency shift
happens. Such an oscillation phenomenon may be caused
by the so-called critical slowing down79,80 of the system when
the bifurcation point is approached. After the frequency
shift, the laser detuning has a positive value of ~150MHz,
because the microresonator resonance frequency is red-shifted

due to the Kerr effect when the laser is effectively coupled into the
microresonator. Shortly after, a platicon is formed by two
opposite switching wavefronts. The temporal duration of the
platicon gradually decreases as the intracavity power is reduced
due to the increase of laser-cavity-resonance offset from the
pumped resonance frequency. The platicon maintains stable
existence until the laser exits from the self-injection-locked state,
which shows an entire frequency range of the locked state over
2.5 GHz. We also notice the transient oscillation (with oscillation
frequencies of several hundred MHz) behavior of the laser fre-
quency when the laser state is switched, either from unlocked to
self-injection-locked state, or from locked to unlocked state. Such
oscillations were observed with numerical simulations in the
past54; we attribute this to the complex coupled dynamics of two
nonlinear subsystems. Oscillations in semiconductor lasers sub-
ject to optical injections have been intensively investigated in the
past, and here we do not intend to study this effect in detail. Yet,
one should note that oscillation at the state switching of a non-
linear system is a universal phenomenon.

Figure 5b, c shows the microcomb spectrum at the time of
2.1 μs and the corresponding temporal profile of the intracavity
platicon, respectively. Relatively good agreement between the
simulated comb spectrum and the experimental observation is
achieved. We note that the results shown here are only one
representative example. The successful microcomb generation
and laser self-injection locking can be obtained with varied
feedback phases and laser powers. Recently the physics of stable
platicon generation enabled by self-injection locking technique
has been analyzed64, showing that the self-injection locking can
lock the laser at a detuning usually not stably accessible with a
conventional laser scanning pumping scheme. In addition, we
also simulate the formation of the perfect platicon crystals
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observed experimentally. The results and the details of the
simulation are included in the Supplementary Information.

Discussion
In summary, we have demonstrated platicon microcomb gen-
eration in an integrated Si3N4 microresonator with normal GVD
and strong confinement waveguides (opposite to low confinement
platform73) using a compact semiconductor laser. Employing
laser self-injection locking, variable platicon states are directly
initiated via simply laser current tuning. As shown by our
numerical simulations and in-depth analysis in ref. 64, the self-
injection locking allows the system to enter a dynamically stable
microcomb state that is otherwise unstable in the conventional
pump condition, thus alleviating the limits on cost, design and
fabrication.

Compared with DKS microcombs, platicon microcombs have
a relatively narrow optical spectral span, which might be expan-
ded by incorporating higher-order dispersion effect or using
microresonators with strong second-order nonlinear optical
susceptibility81. Nonetheless, platicon microcombs exhibit high
energy conversion efficiency, and can be efficiently utilized at
visible wavelength ranges where microresonators with anomalous
GVD are scarcely achieved. As such, with the reinforcement of
laser self-injection locking, we expect platicon microcombs to
enable an indispensable complement to DKS microcombs for
wide applications in spectroscopy and metrology.

Methods
Autocorrelation measurement. To measure the intensity autocorrelation traces,
the platicon comb light is split interferometrically and recombined with an
adjustable delay in a barium borate crystal to generate the second harmonic signal
in a non-collinear fashion. The intensity of the second harmonic signal is con-
tinuously measured as the delay is scanned. Since the fiber used to transfer the

platicons to the autocorrelation setup is non-polarization-maintaining, the traces
may display intensity drifts due to the polarization change in the several-minute-
long measurement. In Fig. 4c, a linear intensity drift has been subtracted from the
original trace. No subtraction is performed to the trace in Fig. 4e.

Data availability
Data used to produce the plots within this paper is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.5809186. All other data used in this study are available from the corresponding
authors upon reasonable request.
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